Garrett Ancestors That Were Vikings

This appendix presents one line of the Garrett ancestors from the time that a man named, Yngvi left Turkey before 200 AD and went to the Scandinavian countries. These ancestors were basically Viking pagans for 29 generations until they settled in France.

Generation 1 starts with my generation. So, the first one below is 63 generations back.

I basically copied this information from Ancestry.com. The source of the information is shown. To me, the most interesting thing about this lineage is how they died.

Generation 63

Name: Yngvi of TURKEY
Title: King
Birth: BEF 180
Death: AFT 200
Occupation: King

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown
Children

1. Njord the Wealthy of NOATUN b: BET 200 AND 214 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 62

Name: Njord the Wealthy of NOATUN
Title: Sovereign of the Swedes
Birth: BET 200 AND 214 in Sweden
Death: AFT 235 in Noatun, Sweden
Occupation: King of the Swedes
Occupation: Sovereign of the Swedes

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown
Children

1. Yngvi Froy of Uppsala SWEDEN b: 235 in Uppsala, Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason
**Generation 61**

*Name:* Yngvi Froy of Uppsala SWEDEN ¹  
*ALIA:* Yngvi Froy or /Frey/, the "Svea-Drottner"  
*Title:* King of the Swedes  
*Birth:* 235 in Uppsala, Sweden  
*Death:* AFT 256  
*Occupation:* King of the Swedes (Sweden)  
*Note:* According to the HEIMSKRINGLA SAGA: "Frey built a great temple at Upsal, made it his chief seat, and gave it all his taxes, his land, and goods." and "Frey was called by another name, Yngve; and this name Yngve was considered long after in his race as a name of honour, so that his descendants have since been called Ynglinger."

*Marriage 1*  
Gerd GYMERSDOTTIR b: 239 in Uppsala, Sweden

*Children:*  
1. Fjolne YNGVI-FROYSON b: 256 in Uppsala, Sweden

*Sources:*  
1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

**Generation 60**

*Name:* Fjolne YNGVI-FROYSON ¹  
*ALIA:* Fjolnar/Fjolnir/Fjolner Yngvi-Freysson of /Sweden/  
*Title:* King of the Swedes  
*Birth:* 256 in Uppsala, Sweden  
*Death:* AFT 277 in Hleithra, Denmark of drowned in a mead vat after drunken banquet at son's home  
*Occupation:* King of the Swedes

*Marriage 1*  
Spouse Unknown

*Children:*  
1. Sveigde FJOLNARSSON b: 277 in Uppsala, Sweden

*Sources:*  
1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason
Generation 59

Name: Sveigde FJOLNARSSON
ALIA: Swegde or Svegdi Fjolnarsson of /Russia/
Title: King of the Swedes
Birth: 277 in Uppsala, Sweden
Death: AFT 298 of lured into a cave by dwarfs who shut with huge boulder
Occupation: King of Swedes

Marriage 1 Vana of SVITJOD b: ABT 280 in Vanheim/Vanheim, Sweden

Children

1. Vanlande SVEGDASSON b: 298 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 58

Name: Vanlande SVEGDASSON
ALIA: /Vandlandi/
Title: King of Upsal, Sweden
Birth: 298 in Sweden
Death: AFT 319 - killed by a nightmare brought on by sorcerer wife Driva
Occupation: King of Upsal, Sweden

Marriage 1 Driva Snaersdottir of FINLAND b: 302 in Finland

Children

1. Visbur VANLANDASSON b: ABT 319 in Uppsala/Upsal, Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason
**Generation 57**

Name: Visbur VANLANDASSON
Title: King of the Swedes
Birth: ABT 319 in Uppsala/Upsal, Sweden
Death: AFT 340 -- burned to death by sons in his hall
Occupation: King of the Swedes

Marriage 1 AUTHISDOTTIR b: BEF 328

Children

1. Domalde VISBURSSON b: 340 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

**Generation 56**

Name: Domalde VISBURSSON
ALIA: /Domaldi/
Title: King of the Swedes
Birth: 340 in Sweden
Death: AFT 365 in Upsal, Sweden -- Sacrificed by his pagan followers to bring back good crops
Occupation: King of the Swedes

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Domar DOMALDSSON b: 361 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

**Generation 55**

Name: Domar DOMALDSSON
ALIA: Domar "The last /Drottner"/
Title: King of the Swedes
Birth: 361 in Sweden
Death: AFT 382 in Upsal, Sweden
Occupation: King of Upsal, Sweden
Burial: UNKNOWN Cremated in Fyrisvollane, Fyrisvold

Marriage 1 Drott DANPSDOTTIR b: ABT 365 in Sweden

Children

1. Dyggvi Domarsson of SWEDEN b: ABT 382 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 54

Name: Dyggvi Domarsson of SWEDEN
ALIA: Dag "The First King" of /Sweden/
Title: King of Sweden
Birth: ABT 382 in Sweden
Death: AFT 403 of Sickness
Occupation: King of Sweden (Sverige)

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Dag the Wise Dyggvasson of SWEDEN b: ABT 403 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 53

Name: Dag the Wise Dyggvasson of SWEDEN
Title: King of Sweden
Birth: ABT 403 in Sweden
Death: AFT 424 in Gotland, Sweden -- killed by a hurled pitchfork during raid in Gotland
Event: Fact Reported to understand speech of birds
Event: Fact Had a pet sparrow that brought him news
Occupation: King of Sweden
Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Agne Dagsson of SWEDEN b: ABT 424 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 52

Name: Agne Dagsson of SWEDEN
ALIA: Agni or Angni Dagsson of /Russia/
Title: King of Sweden
Birth: ABT 424 in Sweden
Death: AFT 446 in Stockholm/Stockholm, Sweden. Hanged by wife with help of her followers when drunk at Frosti's funeral
Occupation: King of Sweden
Military Service: Raided Finnland and killed King Frosti
Event: Fact Raided and captured Frosti's daughter Skjalf and married her
Event: Fact Hanged by his wife with help of her followers
Event: Fact Hanged when drunk after Frosti's funeral banquet
Event: Fact Put on a banquet for King Frosti's funeral

Marriage 1 Skjalf FROSTASDOTTIR b: 428 in Finland
Children

1. Alrek Agnasson of RUSSIA b: ABT 446 in Russia
2. Eirik AGNASSON b: ABT 446

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 51

Name: Alrek Agnasson of RUSSIA
ALIA: /Alric/
Title: King of Sweden
Birth: ABT 446 in Russia
Death: AFT 466 - killed by his brother Eirik who was also killed in same fight
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  **Occupation:** Co-King of Sweden (Sverige) & Russia  
  **Event:** Fact Killed by brother Eirik who he also killed in same fight  

  **Marriage** 1 Dageid DAGSDOTTIR b: ABT 446 in Sweden  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
  | 1. Yngve ALRICSSON b: ABT 466 in Sweden  
  | 2. Alv Alricsson ELVSE b: BEF 466 in Sweden |  

  **Sources:**  

  1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason  

  **Generation 50**  

  **Name:** Yngve ALRICSSON  
  **ALIA:** Yngvi Alreksson of /Russia/  
  **Title:** King of Upsal, Sweden  
  **Birth:** ABT 466 in Sweden  
  **Death:** AFT 487 in Fyrisvold of killed by brother King Alf (who was also killed in same fight)  
  **Occupation:** King of Upsal, Sweden  
  **Event:** Fact Killed by brother King Alf (who was killed in same fight)  
  **Event:** Fact Successful warrior  
  **Burial:** UNKNOWN Fyresvollene  
  **Note:** According to the HEIMSKRINGLA SAGA: "Yngve was a great warrioe, always victorious; handsome, expert in all exercises, strong and very sharp in battle, generous and full of mirth; so that he was both renowned and beloved."

  **Marriage** 1 Spouse Unknown  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Eric YNGVASSON b: ABT 487</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  **Sources:**  

  1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason
Generation 49

Name: Jorund Yngvasson of UPPSALA
Title: King of Upsal, Sweden
Birth: ABT 487 in Uppsala/Upsal, Sweden
Death: AFT 510 -- Captured by King Gyllaug of Halogaland and hanged
Occupation: King of Upsal, Sweden
Military Service: Jorund and brother Eirik killed King Guthlaug of Halogaland
Military Service: Killed King Haki of Sweden
Event: Prisoner Captured by King Gyllaug of Halogaland and was hanged

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Aun the Old Jorundsson of SVEAR b: ABT 510 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 48

Name: Aun the Old Jorundsson of SVEAR
ALIA: Ona the /Aged/
Title: King of the Swedes
Birth: ABT 510 in Sweden
Death: AFT 560 in Sweden -- of died of old age
Occupation: King of Sweden (Sverige)
Military Service: Beaten in battle by Halfdan Frodasson of Denmark
Event: Fact Sacrificed 9 sons to prolong his life
Event: Fact Died of very old age

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Egil Vendikraka Aunsson of RUSSIA b: ABT 530 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason
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Generation 47

Name: Egil Vendikraka Aunsson of RUSSIA
Title: King of Sweden & Russia
Birth: ABT 530 in Sweden
Death: AFT 560 in Russia -- gored by a bull that first gored his horse
Occupation: King of Sweden (Sverige) & Russia

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Ottar Egilsson of SWEDEN b: ABT 551 in Sweden or Russia

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 46

Name: Ottar Egilsson of SWEDEN
Title: King of Sweden
Birth: ABT 551 in Sweden or Russia
Death: AFT 572 of killed in battle with Frothi's Earls
Occupation: King of Sweden (Sverige)
Event: Fact Killed in battle with Frothi's Earls

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Adils OTTARSON b: ABT 572 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 45

Name: Adils OTTARSON
ALIA: Athils or /Adlis/
Title: King of Sweden
Birth: ABT 572 in Sweden
Death: AFT 594 in Uppsala/Upsal, Sweden -- killed by fall from a horse
Occupation: King of Sweden (Sverige)
Burial: UNKNOWN Mound in Uppsala, Sweden
Event: Fact Ruled for many years, very rich
Event: Fact Captured Yrsa on a raid in Saxony and married her
Event: Fact Hard-drinking, horse-loving King of Swedes
Event: Fact Killed King Ali of Oppland in a battle
Event: Fact Summers went on viking raids
Note: According to the HEIMSKRINGLA SAGA: "King Adils was a great lover of good horses, and had the best horses of these times.

Marriage 1 Yrsa Helgasdatter in UPPSALA b: ABT 565 in Denmark

Children

1. Eystein Adilsson of SWEDEN b: ABT 594 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 44

Name: Eystein Adilsson of SWEDEN 1
Title: King of Sweden
Birth: ABT 594 in Sweden 1
Death: AFT 616 in Lovund -- killed by King Solvi Sea King by burning inside his hall
Occupation: King of Sweden (Sverige)
Event: Fact Made peace with the Danes
Event: Fact AFT 616 Killed by King Solvi Sea King by being burned inside his hall

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Ingvar the Tall Eysteinson of SWEDEN b: ABT 616 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason
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Generation 43

Name: Ingvar the Tall Eysteinsson of SWEDEN
ALIA: /Yngvar/
Title: King of Sweden
Birth: ABT 616 in Sweden
Death: AFT 636 in Esthonia, Sweden -- Slain in a battle in Esthonia
Occupation: King of Sweden (Sverige)
Burial: UNKNOWN Mound in Adalsla, Sweden

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Onund Braut Ingvarsson of RUSSIA b: ABT 636 in Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 42

Name: Onund Braut Ingvarsson of RUSSIA
ALIA: Onund "The Land-Clearer"or "/"Road-Maker"Yngvarsen/
Title: King of Upsal, Sweden
Name: Braut-Anund Ingvarsson of RUSSIA
Birth: ABT 636 in Sweden
Death: AFT 660 -- killed in an avalanche
Occupation: King of Upsal, Sweden

Note: According to the HEIMSKRINGLA SAGA: "Onund had roads made through all
Sweden, both through forests and morasses, and also over mountains; and he was therefore called
Onund Roadmaker. He had a house built for himself in every district of Sweden, and went over
the whole country in guest-quarters."

Marriage 1 Spouse Unknown

Children

1. Ingjald Ill-Ruler Braut Onundson of SWEDEN b: ABT 660 in Uppsala, Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason
Generation 41

Name: Ingjalld Ill-Ruler Braut Onundson of SWEDEN
ALIA: Ingjalld Evilheart /Evil-adviser/, Illreade, Anundsen
Title: King of Sweden
Name: Ingjalld Ill-ruler BRAUT-ONUNDSON
Name: Ingjalld Anundson Illrade of SWEDEN
Name: Injald the Wicked Onundsson of SWEDEN
Birth: ABT 660 in Uppsala, Sweden
Death: AFT 682 in Raening of Suicide
Occupation: King of Uppsala, Sweden (Sverige)

Marriage 1 Gauthild Algoutsdottir of GOTALAND b: ABT 664 in Gotaland, Sweden

Children

1. Aasa INGJALDSDATTER b: BET 672 AND 682 in Sweden
2. Olaf the Woodcutter Injaldsson of SWEDEN b: ABT 682 in Varmland/Vaermland, Sweden

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason
2. Title: A History of the Vikings by Gwynn Jones

Generation 40

Name: Olaf the Woodcutter Injaldsson of SWEDEN
ALIA: Olav /Tretlja/Tretelgja/Treatealja/, Tree-heever
Title: King of Sweden (Sverige)
Name: Olaf Trikalia Injaldsson of SWEDEN
Name: Olav Ingjaldson TRETELJA
Birth: ABT 682 in Varmland/Vaermland, Sweden
Death: AFT 710 in Venner Lake -- Sacrificed by his pagan followers to bring back good crops
Occupation: ABT 660 King of Vaermaland (Sweden/Sverige)
Occupation: King of Vestfold & Jutland
Occupation: ABT 660 King of Sweden (Sverige)

Marriage 1 Solveig Halfdansdotter of SWEDEN b: ABT 660 AND 684 in Soleyar, Soleyum, Sweden or Trondheim, Sor-Trondelag, Norway

- Married: ABT 701
Children

1. Halfdan Huitbein OLAFSSON b: ABT 704 in Romerike, Buskerud, Uppland/Oppland, Norway
2. Ingiald OLAFSSON b: AFT 704

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 39

Name: Halfdan Huitbein OLAFSSON 1
ALIA: Halfdan /Whiteleg/, Halfdan Hvitbein/Koitbein
Title: King of Romerike, Vestfold
Name: Halvdan Olavsson KOITBEIN
Name: Halfdan OLAFSSON
Name: Halfdan Huitbein Olafsson of SWEDEN
Birth: ABT 704 in Romerike, Buskerud, Uppland/Oppland, Norway
Death: ABT 750 in Toten, Vermaland, Norway of Sickness
Occupation: King of the Uplanders of Sweden
Occupation: King in Vermaland
Occupation: BET 720 AND 745 King of Norway (Romerike, Vestfold)
Burial: UNKNOWN Skiringsl, Sandefjord, Norway
Event: Prisoner Captured at Soleyar by the Swedes
Event: Fact Elected King of Sweden then took over part of Norway
Note: Some sources list his death in about 710.

Marriage 1 Asa Eysteinsdotter of THRONDHEIM b: BET 704 AND 710 in Trondheim/Throndheim, Uppland/Oppland, Norway

Children

1. Eystein I Fretr Halfdansson (Sveide) of WESTFOLD b: BET 710 AND 736 in Vestfold, Norge (Norway)
2. Gudrod HALFDANSSON b: ABT 738 in Vestfold, Norway

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason
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Generation 38

Name: Eystein I Fretr Halfdansson (Sveide) of WESTFOLD

ALIA: Eystein\Oystein /Fret/, the Fart, King of Romerike

Title: King of Romerike, Norway

Name: Oystein HALVDANSSON

Birth: BET 710 AND 736 in Vestfold, Norge (Norway)

Death: BET 780 AND 789 in Jarslo/Jerseoy, Vestfold, Telemark, Norway -- knocked overboard by a sailyard and drowned

Occupation: King of Romerike, Norway (Norse King)

Burial: UNKNOWN Borre, Norway

Event: Fact 780 Plundered King Skjold's Varna but was knocked overboard by sailyard & drowned

Marriage 1 Hild EIRIKSDATTER b: BET 710 AND 740 in Vestfold, Telemark, Norway

Children

1. Halfdan II Milldi the Old EYSTEINSSON b: BET 740 AND 768 in Pa Romerike or Holtum, Vestfold, Norway
2. Sigurd OYSTEINSSON b: AFT 750
3. Harald Oysteinson of HAITHABU b: 750 in Haithabu (Haethabu)-today town of Hedeby in N. Germany, Jutland
4. Geva Oysteinsdatter of VESTFOLD b: 755
5. Alfarin Eysteinsson of ALVHEIM b: ABT 769

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 37

Name: Halfdan II Milldi the Old EYSTEINSSON

ALIA: Stingy\Gold /Kind/, Food Evil, Halfdan Eysteinsson

Title: King of Vestfold, Norway

Name: Halfdan Hvitbein the Meek EYSTEINSSON

Name: Halfdan the Bounteous EYSTEINSSON

Name: Halvdan Mildi OYSTEINSSON

Birth: BET 740 AND 768 in Pa Romerike or Holtum, Vestfold, Norway

Birth: BET 740 AND 767

Death: 802 in Holtar/Holtan, Vesteroya, Sandefjord, Norway

Death: BET 798 AND 810 in Holtar in Vestfold

Burial: UNKNOWN Mound at Borre, Vestfold, Norway

Burial: Mound at Borre

Occupation: BET 750 AND 802 King of Vestfold, Norway/Haithabu

Occupation: Viking King
Note: According to HEIMSKRINGLA or The Chronicle of the Kings of Norway, The Unglinga Saga: "He was a great warrior who had been long on viking cruises, and had collected great property."

Marriage 1 Asa OYSTEINSDATTER b: in Holtum, Vestfold, Norway

Marriage 2 Liv Vetna Dagsdatter of VESTFOLD b: BET 770 AND 772 in Vestmare or Holtum, Vestfold, Norway

- Married: BEF 785 in Vestfold, Norway

Children

1. Ivar Vid Fame Oplaendinge HALFDANSSON b: BET 770 AND 798 in Oppland, Norway
2. Gudrod Mikillati Veidekonge HALFDANSSON b: ABT 785 in Holtum, Vestfold, Norway

Sources:

1. Title: Heimskringla by Snorre Sturlason

Generation 36

Name: Ivar Vid Fame Oplaendinge HALFDANSSON
ALIA: Ivar of the Uplands
Title: Jarl (Earl) of the Upland
Birth: BET 770 AND 798 in Oppland, Norway
Death: AFT 800
Occupation: Jarl (Earl) of the Uplands
Note: Some sources list his birth in about 783.

Marriage 1 Eysteinsdatter of THRONDHEIM b: BET 780 AND 800 in Trondheim, Norway

- Married: BET 795 AND 820

Children

1. Eystein Ivarsson the Noisy GLUMRA b: BET 795 AND 820 in More/Maer, Nord-Trondelag, Norway or Denmark
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Generation 35

Name: Eystein Ivarsson the Noisy GLUMRA
ALIA: Oystein Ivarsson of /More/, Jarl av Hedearken
Title: Jarl of Hedemarken
Name: Oystein IVARSSON
Name: Eystein the Noisy IVARSSON
Birth: BET 795 AND 820 in More/Maer, Nord-Trondelag, Norway or Denmark
Death: BET 862 AND 872 in Maer, Nord-Trondelag, Norway
Occupation: Jarl of Hedemarken (Norwegian Uplands)
Occupation: Earl of More
Occupation: Jarl (Earl) of the Uplands
Occupation: Jarl av Hedemarken, Norway

Marriage 1 Aseda (Ascrida) Ragnvaldsdottir of JUTLAND b: ABT 812 in Jylland or Maer,Nord-Trondelag, Norway

- Married: ABT 846 in Maer, Nord Trondelag, Norway

Children

1. Ragnvald I the Wise EYSTEINSSON b: BET 820 AND 830 in Maer, Nord-Trondelag, Norway or the Orkney Islands
2. Sigurd I Riki the Powerful EYSTEINSSON b: ABT 830
3. Malahule (Haldrick) Eysteinsson of MORE b: BET 830 AND 845 in Maer, Nord Trondelag, Norway
4. Svanhild OYSTEINSDATTER b: BET 845 AND 855 in Hedmark, Oplandene, Norway
5. Turstan DE BASTENBURG b: ABT 860 in Normandy, France

Generation 34

Name: Ragnvald I the Wise EYSTEINSSON
ALIA: Rognvald the Mighty\Wise /Earl/,Rognvald Mere-Earl
Title: Jarl of More/Maer
Name: Rognvald the Wise Eysteinsson of MORE
Name: Rognwald MORE
Birth: BET 820 AND 830 in Maer, Nord-Trondelag, Norway or the Orkney Islands
Death: BET 890 AND 894 in Orkey, Orkney Islands, Scotland or Maer, Nord-Tronelag, Norway
Occupation: Jarl of More/Maer and Romsdal, Norway
Occupation: Jarl (Earl) of More
Event: Acceded the throne ABT 872 Jarl of More, Norway
Note: Best friend of Harald (Luva) Harfagre (Harald Fairhair), King of Norway

Marriage 1 Groa Ermina of TRONDHEIM b: ABT 830 in Trondheim, Sor-Trondelag, Norway
Children

1. Hallard Rognvaldsson of ORKNEY b: BET 850 AND 890
2. Turf-Einar Ragnvaldsson of ORKNEY b: BET 850 AND 890 in Maer, Nord-Trondelag, Norway
3. Hrollager RAGNVALDSON b: ABT 854 in Maer, Nord-Trondelag, Norway

Marriage 2 Rognhild (Hildir) HROLFSDOTTER b: BET 840 AND 848 in Orkey, Orkney Islands, Scotland

- Married: ABT 867 in Maer, Nord Trondelag, Norway

Children

1. Robert I (Rollo) Ragnvaldsson of NORMANDY b: BET 854 AND 870 in Maer, Nord-Trondelag, Norway
2. Ivar RAGNVALDSON b: BEF 894
3. Thorer (Thori the Silent) RAGNVALDSON b: BET 862 AND 872
4. Tordis RAGNVALDSDATTER b: ABT 873

Note that Robert Ragnvaldsson moved to Normandy thus beginning the lineage in Normandy.